At West Star Aviation, Inc.® we start with the proven airframe of the Falcon 50 and then make it better, whether it’s your current Falcon 50 or you’ve decided to purchase one of the most trusted airframes in the world.

Exterior Paint
Our state of the art paint facilities are capable of handling all levels of paint from a minor touch-up to a complete strip and paint for your Falcon 50. We specialize in custom paint designs, logos and specialized paints and primers.

Interior Redesign
Working closely with you, our experienced staff will design and update your Falcon 50's cabin interior with an uncompromising attention to detail. Cabinetry, entertainment systems, floor plan reconfiguration, soundproofing, custom plating, and cabin communications are but a few of the many services offered to rejuvenate your Falcon 50.

Avionics
West Star Aviation, Inc. is an FAA Certified Class I, II and III Avionics Repair Station. Our design, engineer and install capabilities include the very latest in equipment for your Falcon 50. West Star Aviation, Inc. offers fully STC'd installations of the Universal EFI-890 Advanced Flight Deck Displays and the Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21, a fully integrated avionics system for your Falcon 50.
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For specific services and ratings by location, call or visit www.weststaraviation.com for details.
**50Dash4 Performance Upgrade**
The 50Dash4 Performance Upgrade expands upon the proven experience, performance and reliability of the TFE731 Engine. Aircraft with this upgrade will enjoy longer maintenance intervals and increased engine durability, equating to reduced maintenance costs.

- Increased Range – Up To 33%
- Reduced Fuel Burn – 14% Lower Trip Fuel
- Improved Time To Climb
- Increased Max Cruise Speed – 24 KTAS Increase
- Quieter, Stage 4 Certified
- Increased Engine Durability – 5,000 Hrs To Next CZI
- Lower Maintenance Costs – Special MSP Rates
- Reduced Operating Costs

**Maintenance And Modifications**
West Star Aviation, Inc. offers true one-stop capabilities for your Falcon 50 maintenance and modification needs.
FAA Authorized And Experienced On All Dassault Falcon Jet Aircraft.

- Structural And Systems FAA-DER Engineers On Staff
- FAA-DAR On Staff
- FAA Class IV Repair Station
- Factory Authorized Honeywell TFE731 Line Service Center
- CFE738 Engine Support
- All Major Inspections Including F50 30-Year CPCP Inspection
- Trained and certified by Dassault Falcon on the service bulletin for the dry-bay wing tank modification (dry-bay mod)

**API Blended Winglets**
West Star Aviation, Inc. is an Authorized API Blended Winglet Installation Center for Falcon 50 and 50EX aircraft.

The blended winglets reduce wingtip vortex, resulting in less drag, lower fuel burn and superior climb and cruise. Installation of the winglets can cut fuel consumption by up to 7% and allow you to fly up to 18 knots faster at the same rate of fuel burn.

In addition to the Falcon 50 and 50EX, West Star accomplished the installation of spiroid winglets on a Falcon 50 as a research project and is authorized by API to install winglets on the Falcon 900B, 900C, 900DX, 900EX, 900EX EASy, Falcon 2000, 2000EX, 2000EX EASy and Falcon 50, 50EX.